(a) top-down view of a whole cake on the table with words Happy Birthday written on the cake

(b) an image of a hand holding an iPhone 12 to take a photo

(c) two whole red apples next to a banana

(d) photo of a dog looks like one in the given image running on the street, playing with a yellow ball

(e) A hand drawing of a room where people can sleep and study. Hand drawing is a style that looks like the given image.

(f) portrait of Bill Gates with style similar to this one in the image

(g) Find the image style pattern in the left two dog images and apply it on the top right people waving hand image. Provide a textual description that keeps the content in the people waving hand image, with the correct style pattern.

(h) photo with a design that naturally blends the two given objects into the new photo. The placement of the objects perfectly adheres to the laws of physics and is common in real life. Please provide a textual description of the objects and design before generating. The first object is... and the second object is...

(i) a dog looks like this one in the image running on the grass, but in blue color